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MTS Converter is professional software which can convert mts files to avi, mov, vob, mpeg, mpg,
mp4 with highest sound and image quality. In addition, if you want to convert mts videos to your
iPod, iPhone, Xbox 360, Zune, PS3, PSP, MTS Video Converter is the one you have been looking
for. If you want to convert SONY HDR-SR12E (.mts files) to mov format with 1920*1080 video size
and 5.1 channels, and MTS Converter is also your best solution.

An MTS Converter for Mac is currently the best program that can run on Mac to convert MTS videos
to other video, such as AVI, M4V, MOV, MPG, MP4, MPEG2, AVC/.264, MKV, FLV, etc. with high
out-put quality and fast converting speed. Meanwhile, MTS Converters for Mac allow you to put
recorded videos by camcorders on your iPod, iPhone, cell phone, MP3/MP4 multimedia player
easily and fluently. Besides, free MTS converter for Mac has powerful editing functions, such as
"Trim" to get the wanted segment, "Crop" to delete the black sides and set "Effect" like brightness,
saturation and contrast. All this information can be found on the link given above. On this website
you will find all the information that you need about MTS Converter For Mac.

To convert MTS to any other format such as M4V, AVI, MP4, MOV, MKV or etc, there are a few
steps that need to be followed. For Mac, the MTS converter has a PowerPC version of the converter
and also an Inter version. The download is free, and you need to decide which version is right for
your Mac, if by any chance you are not sure of which version to download then download the inter
version, it is more used nowadays. You just have to download the converter and convert your files.
It is a fast and easy conversion process.

There are also ways to extract audio from MTS on Mac. MTS file formats can also convert to some
audio formats such as MP3, AC3, AAC, WAV, OGG, MKA, etc. You can get the audio files with few
steps. There is no hassle in extracting audio with the MTS Converter Mac. Simply go to the link and
you will find all the necessary information there.  This MTS Converter has many useful services and
you can find them on this website.

It also shows how to crop, trim and add effects to MTS video on Mac. Most people do not like the
whole videos; they just like parts of the videos. Just select the start and stop times and which this
amazing MTS converter you can crop it out. So go on the website and enjoy the amazing services
Free MTS Converter For Mac.

http://www.applemacvideo.com/howtoconvert/mts-converter-for-mac.html
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